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PCmover is the only software recommended by 
Microsoft for all your migration needs. Businesses in 
need of a better solution to automatically deploy 
new PCs, upgrade existing PCs, or replace them via 
routine maintenance and break/fix scenarios, should 
use PCmover Business.

PCmover Business provides SMB organizations 
advanced migration options to greatly reduce the 
time to deploy PCs and dramatically lower the cost 
of PC refresh projects. The ability to automatically 
transfer everything desired from one PC to another 
not only saves hours of IT labor, but also increases 
end-user satisfaction. The result of using PCmover 
(over other options) are reduced post-migration 
helpdesk calls and increased efficiency and 
productivity – ultimately leading to an improved 
user experience and bottom line.
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KEY FEATURES
Reduces Windows Deployment Time
Up to 4 hours per PC saved when using PCmover.

Transfer With Confidence
Ensures all user profiles, settings, and data are transferred without error.

Automatic Application Migration
Automatically reinstalls applications and custom-built programs, without 
having to manually configure each one.

Increase End User Satisfaction
Post-migration support tickets are reduced because everything on the 
new PC is exactly where the user expects.

Custom Deployment Options
Advanced deployment features include running PCmover from a memory 
stick, attached drive, or server share.

Free Transfer Assistance*
Quickly set up your new PC with the help of a certified PC 
migration expert, over the phone or remotely. Free, 24 hours a 
day, 7 days week.
*English Only.

“How much is your time worth? A painstaking migration done manually 
can take a couple of days, and you can still miss stuff. A PCmover 
migration takes hours, and doesn’t miss anything.” - PC Magazine

“I found PCmover very easy to use and very customizable to fit my 
needs.” - W. Thomson
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